Solarçatı

Turkey’s First Solar Energy Company Specialized on Roof Projects
• Solarçatı was founded in 2017 by RKT Energy, with the team that developed the most total capacity of solar energy projects in Turkey.

• Our team has developed 86 projects which are located in 54 different cities in Turkey. The total capacity of 74 MW solar energy is 2,5% of Turkey’s unlicensed SPP.

• Solarçatı aims to deliver its standardized service to the whole country.

• Solarçatı is partner of SolarPact project which is labeled by EUROGIA and funded by TUBITAK.
SolarPact

The future that we dream
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Smart Algorithms and User Interaction for Residential and Commercial Solar Prosumers

The goal of the SolarPact project is developing advanced algorithms and software applications for solar prosumers interaction aiming at lower end consumer electricity cost, lower CO₂ emissions and stimulating decentralized electricity generation through smart scheduling of local production and consumption via algorithms and user interaction for both the commercial and residential sectors.
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AFTER SOLARPACT

We expanded our team.

We improved our O&M services, monitoring system, digital infrastructure.

We made new partnerships.

We analyze our customer needs better.

Our market share started to increase and our reputation improved.

We optimized our after installation services.

We started to increase our sales.

We made Solarçatı smarter.